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ABSTRACT
Brands and organizations are using social networks such as Insta-
gram to share image or video posts regularly, in order to engage
and maximize their presence to the users. Differently from the tra-
ditional advertising paradigm, these posts feature not only specific
products, but also the value and philosophy of the brand, known
as brand associations in marketing literature. In fact, marketers are
spending considerable resources to generate their content in-house,
and increasingly often, to discover and repost the content generated
by users. However, to choose the right posts for a brand in social
media remains an open problem. Driven by this real-life applica-
tion, we define the new task of content discovery for brands, which
aims to discover posts that match the marketing value and brand
associations of a target brand. We identify two main challenges
in this new task: high inter-brand similarity and brand-post spar-
sity; and propose a tailored content-based learning-to-rank system
to discover content for a target brand. Specifically, our method
learns fine-grained brand representation via explicit modeling of
brand associations, which can be interpreted as visual words shared
among brands. We collected a new large-scale Instagram dataset,
consisting of more than 1.1 million image and video posts from
the history of 927 brands of fourteen verticals such as food and
fashion. Extensive experiments indicate that our model can effec-
tively learn fine-grained brand representations and outperform the
closest state-of-the-art solutions.
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Figure 1: Three recent sample posts from Instagram ac-
counts of the brands Airfrance and Gucci (first and second
line respectively). Brand associations are aircrafts, natural
and urban landscapes for the former brand; and extravagant
models, colorful clothes and vintage art for the latter.

1 INTRODUCTION
With the advance of Social Network (SN) websites, we are experi-
encing an unprecedented growth in user generated media items
such as images or videos. According to Hootsuite1, in 2016 Insta-
gram users alone were sharing 95 million photos and videos per day.
This phenomenon is widely affecting media industry, advertising
and politics, which are adapting in order to leverage social media
and User Generated Content (UGC). Most brands and organizations
widely use SN websites such as Instagram to regularly share posts
and engage social network users. According to recent marketing
trends [30], consumers are becoming increasingly resistant to mes-
sages directly asking them to buy a product, hence such direct Ads
are losing their appeal. For this reason, recent posts from brands
rarely feature a product directly, but are often centered on a set of
brand associations which reflect the philosophy and lifestyle of a
brand (see Figure 1) [4]. For instance, BMW posts aim to project the
ideas of sophistication, fun driving and superior engineering to the
mind of the consumers. Since many amateur photographers may
share content that deeply associate with the marketing value of a
brand, discovery of UGC has become a major trend in marketing

1https://blog.hootsuite.com/instagram-statistics/
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[26]. Brands aim to promote, engage and often re-share this kind
of UGC to reinforce their marketing efforts[8, 9, 14].

However, how to choose automatically the right posts for a brand
is an open problem. The current process involves a manual selec-
tion made by a social network marketing expert who understands
the brand ideas and has the daunting task to analyze and choose
the right content from millions of possible posts. Fully automat-
ing this process is thus desirable. While several companies (e.g.
Olapic, ShareIQ, Chute and Curalate) offer hashtag-based services
to marketers, relying only on hashtags severely limits the amount
of relevant UCG that can be discovered. Brand-related hashtags in
fact requires users to be aware of a brand’s campaign and deliber-
ately take action to be discovered, while a lot of relevant UGC is
still spontaneously posted and they may be a better match for the
philosophy of a brand.

To our knowledge, no work in the literature address the prob-
lem of automatically discovering visual content that matches the
unique posting style of a social network account for a brand or
organization. We thus name this problem as Content Discovery
for Brands and formulate it as a learning-to-rank task. Given a set
of social network image posts, the goal is to generate a personalized
ranking based on their likelihood to be adopted by a brand. The
most significant challenge here is high inter-brand similarity: many
brand associations are often shared across multiple brands, result-
ing in photographs posted by brands having subtle differences from
that of their competitors. For example, visual elements of aircrafts
as in Figure 1 often appear in posts by other airline companies as
well, such as United or Emirates, where the differences may only
be in the logo on the aircraft or the cities served. It is thus a fine-
grained problem, where it is important to distinguish as much as
possible the specific set of unique values and associations of each
brand from the competitors.

The problem of discovering images for brands is close to the task
addressed by image recommendation systems [21, 25, 29], which
recommend images to social network users based on personal pref-
erences. However, recommending images and content discovery for
brands are indeed different problems. The first predicts what a
user would like while the second what a brand user should post to
project its ideas to the audience. One significant distinction is that
in recommendations scenarios, for each image there are often mul-
tiple users interacting with it (e.g. likes, views). However, in our
case it is extremely rare that different brands post the same exact
images, either for reason of copyright infringement or marketing
tendency to project brand uniqueness [3]. This leads to extremely
sparse brand-image interaction, which needs to be addressed with
advanced content-based methods.

We propose a learning-to-rank method named Personalized Con-
tent Discovery (PCD) to discover image posts for brands, learning
from their posting history. PCD is designed to learn fine-grained
brand representation by explicitly modeling high-level semantics
brand associations, which correspond to recurring visual aspects of
the posting history of brands. Being purely content based, PCD can
be used to rank a set of unseen image for a brand by simply using
cosine similarity measure. We jointly trained the model end-to-end
using a large scale Instagram dataset of more than 1.1 million posts,
which we collected by crawling the posting history of 927 brands
from fourteen different verticals such as food, fashion and auto.

We benchmarked the model against the closest works in the state-
of-the-art works, using three different quantitative metrics, and
performed ablation studies and qualitative analysis of case studies.

We summarize the contributions of this work as follows: 1) We
cast the emerging problem of content discovery for brands as a
content-based learning-to-rank problem, highlighting the main
challenges. 2) We design and benchmark the Personalized Content
Discovery (PCD) as a novel content discovery framework which
explicitly models the brand’s values and associations. The method
is able to outperform the closest state-of-the-art works in content-
based recommendations, demonstrating its ability to learn a more
fine-grained brand representation. 3) We collected a large scale
Instagram dataset containing more than 1.1 million image and
video posts with associated metadata. The dataset is released to
the research communities for further studies on content discovery,
popularity predictions and computational marketing.

2 RELATEDWORK
The task of content discovery for brands and our approach is mainly
related to the literature on social media marketing for the back-
ground scenario and image recommendations which solve a similar
problem.

2.1 Social Media Marketing and Computational
Marketing

Social Media Marketing (SMM) is a real-life field that is strongly
related to the industry world, particularly branding. Nonetheless, it
have constantly solicited a vast amount of research across different
disciplines, from marketing itself to psychology [2]. Gensler et al.
[13] outlined a list of research questions related to SMM, such as
investigating what kind of brand content will stimulate consumers
and spread in social networks. Such research question inspired
several works using computational approaches to explainmarketing
dynamics in social media, establishing the subfield of literature
named Computational Marketing. One popular example is the study
by De Vries et al [7], who employed regressionmodels to investigate
which features of social brand posts engage users. The authors
outlined a set of post features which have a positive impact on
indicators such as the number of likes and comments, including
image vividness and post interactivity. In the same line, several
other works investigated similar indicators with multiple social
features on different networks like Facebook [20, 32], Twitter [1]
and Instagram [28, 31].

A second group of works tackled the problem of identifying the
brand associations from social media posts [22, 23]. These papers
propose clustering-based methods to automatically detect visual
brand associations from social networks post as image clusters.
They treat each brand independently from the others. Different
from those, we argue that the same or similar associations are
shared among different brands. We thus propose a model that learns
brand associations jointly among a large set of brands.

2.2 Image Recommendations
Discovering content for brands share some similarities to the task
of recommending images to social users, which solutions are mostly
based on recommender systems.



A first group of works is based on Factorization Machines (FM),
which are designed to model the interaction between each combina-
tion of entities, including users, items and any additional numerical
value information available [5, 17, 33]. Factorization Machines have
been extended to content-based scenarios, adopting context in-
formation such as hashtags, text in the image [6], or integrating
dense image features extracted with a pre-trained CNN [11]. Other
frameworks make use of denoising auto-encoders [38, 41], attention
models [5] or recurrent neural networks [19] to integrate content
features in recommendation architectures. All these works rely on
the hypothesis that rated items are shared by multiple users, which
does not hold in the task of content discovery for brands.

A second line of recommendation works adopt the pairwise
optimization framework Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) by
Rendle et al. [34]. Among these, VBPR enriched the item latent
vectors with image features [15], while Yu et al. [39] applied BPR to
the fashion domain. The more recent Neural Personalized Ranking
(NPR) by Niu et al. [29] complements existing matrix factorization
and VBPR with a new more flexible neural network architecture.
The model supports image features as input, which can be used
together with other context clues such as topic or location.

However, these models are not purely content-based, since they
only integrate content-features in traditional collaborative filtering
frameworks [18]. Other works propose instead solutions that rely
solely on content[12, 21, 25, 27], which has the advantage of pre-
venting the item cold-start problem [36]. For example, Kang et al.
[21] proposed a method based on Bayes Personalized Ranking in
the fashion domain. Differently, Lei et al. [25] proposed a Compar-
ative Deep learning (CDL) triplet network, where a positive and
a negative sample image are simultaneously forwarded through
two convolutional subnetworks with shared weights, together with
information related to a user who interacted with the positive, but
not with the negative photograph. The user features are processed
with a separate subnetwork, then compared with the two image
latent features with element-wise subtraction.

Even if this last group of works is closer to our task, all rec-
ommendation models are not designed for the problem of content
discovery, since they either rely on multiple user-item interactions
or are not explicitly designed for learning fine-grained brand repre-
sentations.

3 PERSONALIZED CONTENT DISCOVERY
This section is dedicated to present our Personalized Content Dis-
covery (PCD) framework for the problem of content discovery for
brands. We first present the notations and define the problem of
content discovery for brands. We describe the two main compo-
nents of PCD: brand and post representation learning. Finally, we
describe the details of the optimization method that we used to
train the model.

3.1 Notations and Problem Formulation
We adopt in this paper the widely used notation or representing
matrices and vectors with bold capital letters and bold lowercase
letters respectively. In the case of matrices, we use the subscript
notation to denote a specific row. For example, Ai indicates the i-th
row of matrix A. To indicate sets, we use capital cursive letters and

we use regular lower case letters for elements of the set, such as
a ∈ A. We indicate brands as B = {b1, ...,bN }, where bi ∈ B is a
brand with an active social media account. For the image posts set
we use the notation P = {p1, ...,pM }, where the elements are all
the images posted on a social network platform. Brands and images
are linked with a single type of relation, which is the adoptation
relation. We refer to the posting history of a brand b asH(b). An
imagep is posted by the authorb with the notationp ∈ H(b), where
H(b) ⊆ P. Because of the brand-post sparsity, posting histories
have little or no overlap.

Given these notations for the input data, the goal of the problem
of content discovery for brands is to learn a function f : BxP 7→ R
such that for each new posts px of any brand b ∈ B:

f (b,px ) > f (b,py ) (1)

where py is a new post of any other brand b̂ , b.
In other words, given a set of brands and related posting histories,

we aim to learn a relevance function f that can be used to rank
a set of unseen image posts, such those relevant and likely to be
adopted by the brand will be ranked higher. With this problem
formulation, we need an effective method to browse a large set
of new social media posts to discover photographs that match the
marketing value and brand associations.

3.2 Proposed Method
The PCD model is inspired by the popular matrix factorization
approach, which is based on the principle of mapping users and
items in the same latent space [35]. Since these architectures can
easily be extended to leverage the predictive power of deep neural
networks, we chose to adopt a similar model to learn a common
latent space for both brands and image posts. As a result, a first
component of PCD is dedicated to learning the brand representation
and a second component learns the post representation. When a
post has a similar representation as the brand representation, it
is considered a good match for the brand. Specifically, let b ∈ Rk
and p ∈ Rk denote the latent representation of brand b and post
p respectively; the function in equation 1 is the cosine similarity
between the two:

f (b,p) = bT p
∥b∥ ∥p∥

The whole PCD framework is represented in Figure 2, where the
two components of brand and post representation learning are
illustrated on the left and right part respectively.

3.2.1 Brand Representation Learning. The first component is
designed to map a brand into the common latent space.

The most common approach is to learn user latent vectors di-
rectly from one-hot ID [21, 29]. However, because of high inter-
brand similarity, this approach may fail to learn discriminative
brand representation capable of making fine-grained distinctions
between competitor brands. For this reason, PCD learns the fine-
grained brand representation by explicitly modeling the brand as-
sociations. In order to capture the high-level semantics of brand
associations, our model automatically learns a fixed-sized latent
vector for each of them. We define a matrix of association vectors
A ∈ Rhk , where h is an arbitrary number of associations and k is
the number of dimensions of the latent space. Since PCD learns



Figure 2: Model architecture. The left component performs the brand representation learning while the right learns the post
representation. The two post representation networks have shared parameters.

brand representation from both the one-hot brand ID and associ-
ation matrix, we define b = φ(A,b). Different from other works,
which pre-allocate aspects with fixed handcrafted features [16],
PCD learns the importance of each single association in a end-to-
end manner for each brand.

Our final brand representation vector is then computed as:

b = φ(A, xb) =
n∑
i=1

Ai ◦ xb (2)

where xb ∈ Rh are the importance weights for brand b and ◦
indicates element-wise multiplication.

Since brands are free to assume any weighted combination of
h high-semantics association vectors, this method allows a richer
learning of fine-grained brand representations compared with learn-
ing directly from one-hot brand ID.

3.2.2 Post Representation Learning. The second component of
PCD is responsible to learn the representation for a post p and
project it to the same k-dimensional space of brand representations.

Because of the brand-post sparsity problem, the one-hot post
ID as input feature does not provide any information. For this
reason PCD uses uniquely image content to learn image post repre-
sentation, similar to [25]. Secondly, this design prevents the item
cold-start problem [36], since our model is intended to rank a set
of new posts which were not used to train the model.

We designed a two-layer neural network ϕ for this task, whose
solely input is image content. To achieve faster training, we adopted
the same strategy as in [15] and utilize features extracted with pre-
trained CNN as input. We denote the extracted image feature of
post p as xp.

As illustrated in Figure 2, PCD processes image posts using a
linear network ϕ(xp) with two linear layers and a Leaky ReLU
activation:

p = ϕ(xp) =W2(ξ (W1xp +γ1γ1γ1)) +γ2γ2γ2 (3)

where

ξ (x) =
{
x if x > 0
0.01x otherwise

(4)

Our preliminary experiments showed that using Leaky ReLU leads
to better performance compared to standard ReLU.

3.3 Optimization
3.3.1 Loss Functions. Our training data T consist in a set of

brand-post pairs (b,p) such that p ∈ H (p)∀(b,p) ∈ T . Similar to
[15], we adopt pairwise learning, which consists in sampling a cer-
tain number of negative posts for each pair. With pairwise learning,
a single training data point has the following form: (b,px ,py )where
b is a brand, px ∈ H (p) and py < H (p). The basic intuition is that
for a brand, the positive sample post should have a higher score
than the negative one.

We train our CDP model f : BxP 7→ R using the following
ranking loss:

L(b,px ,py ) =max(0, (f (b,py ) − f (b,px )) + η) (5)

where η is the minimum distance desired between the negative and
the positive samples.

In addition to the ranking loss, we also add two regularization
terms, in order to increase the interpretability of the aspects as-
sociated to a brand and reduce overfitting. For the first term, we
recall that each brand has weights of each association latent vector
xb (Sect. 3.2.1). Our desired effect is that these weights operate as
“selectors”, positively or negatively affecting only a small set of as-
sociations for each brand. As a result, we adopt a L1 regularization
on xb to encourage a sparse representation [24]. For the second
term, we adopt L2 regularization on every weight of the model.

The final equation of the loss is:

L(b,px ,py ) + α ∗
∑
i

|xb | + β ∗ ||θ | |2 (6)



where θ are the set of all the weights of the model and α and β
control the importance of the regularization terms.

3.3.2 Learning Details. Parameters A, xb andψ can be learned
from the model using any optimizer algorithm such as SGD or
Adam. We trained our model for twenty epochs using the Adadelta
algorithm, which adapts the step interval dynamically over time
without requiring to set any learning rate [40]. We trained using
mini batches of 256 brand-post pairs, which we shuffled at the
beginning of each epoch before batching. To improve generalization
performance, we employed dropout with 50% dropping rate and a
loss margin of 0.3.

One of the major difficulties of pairwise learning is negative sam-
pling. Computational requirements prevent training using all the
possible of brand-post pairs, hence negative data must be selected
using a sampling strategy. For this work we adopted uniform nega-
tive sampling: given each brand-post pair (b,p), we randomly sam-
pled ten negative sample posts py1,py2, ... such that pyi < H (b)∀ i .

4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section we conduct experiments to evaluate the performance
of the proposed method. We first describe the process of dataset
collection and the experimental setup. We then report several exper-
iments to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, including
comparison with baselines, the performance of the brand represen-
tation, and the impact of modeling brand associations. Finally we
report several qualitative experiments where we show the brand
associations and perform case studies on some brands.

4.1 Dataset
To benchmark our model on real-world data, we need a large-scale
image dataset with social media posting history, and the dataset
should contain brands of different verticals. This is required in
order to learn fine-grained brand representation from all brand
associations.

4.1.1 Existing Datasets. Among public datasets of brand images
posts in social network, Gao et al. released a popular large scale
collection of over 1.2 million microblogs [10]. The dataset is not
suitable for our task, since it only contains images with a brand logo,
when one of the main points of our work is that a more complex
set of brand associations exists beyond the product. Other works
that study the popularity of brands [1, 31, 32] use datasets where
the task of discovering content for brands may be applied, however
they are private, made ad-hoc for the popularity task or publicly
unavailable. We hence decided to build our own dataset.

4.1.2 A new dataset for Content Discovery. We chose Instagram
as our source of data, since it has a more vibrant brand community
due to its higher engagement rate 2. We selected fourteen verticals
on the marketing Website Iconosquare and collected the list of
Instagram accounts from the Website. We filtered out brands with
less than 100 posts to avoid sample insufficiency, retaining a set of
927 brands. For each of these, we crawled at most 2,000 recent posts
from their history, for a total of 1,158,474 posts (approximately
1,250 posts per brand on average). For each post we collected the

2https://locowise.com/blog/instagram-engagement-rate-is-higher-than-facebook

Table 1: Number or brands for each vertical

Alcohol Airlines Auto Fashion Food
69 57 83 98 85

Furnishing Electron. Nonprof. Jewellery Finance
49 79 71 71 37

Services Entertain. Energy Beverages TOT
69 88 4 67 927

Table 2: Metrics for comparison of PCD with baselines

Metric Range Description
AUC [0-1] Probability that the classifier will rank a

randomly chosen positive example higher
than a randomly chosen negative one.

cAUC [0-1] Probability that the classifier will rank a
randomly chosen positive example higher
than a randomly chosen negative sample
from a competitor.

NDCGx [0-1] Measures the quality of a ranking list based
on the post position in the sorted result list.
Truncated at x . The higher the better.

MedR [0-inf] The median position of the first relevant
document. The lower the better.

image or video together with all the metadata available such as the
posting time, number of likes and comments. A possible reason
for vertical Energy having only four brands (see Table 1) is that
energy brands, such as OCTG oil & gas, target businesses rather
than people and hence don’t make a wide use social media. We
release dataset and code to the public 3.

4.2 Experimental Setup
We split the dataset into training and testing sets, where the test
set contains the 10 most recent posts for each brand and all the
remaining data was used for training. This gives rise to a total of
1,149,204 posts for training and 9,270 for testing. We denote the
training posts for a brand b as Htrain (b), and the testing posts as
Htest (b).

4.2.1 Metrics. We adopted the metrics described in Table 2. To
measure the probability of choosing the most relevant examples
like in [34], we adopt AUC as in [15]:

AUC =
1
|B |

∑
b

1
|E(b)|

∑
(px ,py )∈E(b)

δ (f (b,px ) > f (b,py )) (7)

where δ is the indicator function and the evaluation pairs per brand
b are:

E(b) = {(px ,py )|px ∈ Htest (b) ∧ py ∈ Htest (c), c , b} (8)

We introduced a novel metric called Competitors AUC (cAUC),
which is computed exactly as the regular AUC, but restricting the
evaluation pairs to only those involving competitor brands.

E(b) = {(px ,py )|px ∈ Htest (b) ∧ py ∈ Htest (c),V (c) = V (b)} (9)

3https://github.com/GelliFrancesco/pcd



where V (b) is the vertical of brand b. This metric is evaluated to
assess if our model is able to learn fine-grained brand representation
for discriminating between subtle differences among competitors.
We employ NDCG (Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain) to
evaluate the performance of post discovery by taking into account
the ranking of relevant posts. We compute the relevance score of
position i as follow:

rb (i) =
{
1 if pi ∈ Htest (b)
0 otherwise

(10)

where b is the target brand, pi is the post ranked at position i and
Htest (b) are the testing set images posted by brand b. Intuitively,
given a brand, a high performance discovery model will rank as
high as possible the test images posted by that brand. Thus, in
addition to NDCG, we also introduce the metric MedR, which is the
median position of the first relevant post retrieved. A low MedR
indicates that the first relevant post is ranked in the most relevant
results most of the times.

4.2.2 Baselines. Since there are not existing methods specifi-
cally designed for content discovery for brands, we compare our
method against a set of baselines inspired by pairwise models in
image recommendations, which are the closest to PCD.
Random: we generate a random ranking for testing posts.
BrandAVG: we perform nearest neighbor retrieval with respect
to brand representation which is the mean feature vector among
the image features of all images appearing in the brand’s posting
history.
DVBPR [21]: Visually-aware Deep Bayesian Personalized Ranking
is a pairwise model inspired by VBPR [15], which excludes non-
visual latent factors. We adopt the variant with pre-trained image
features as described in the paper.
CDL [25]: Comparative Deep Learning is a pure content-based pair-
wise architecture. We use pre-trained image features and one-hot
brand ID as user information.
NPR [29]: Neural Personalized Ranking is one of the most recent
pairwise content-based architecture. Since our formulation is a
pure content-based scenario, we use image features as the sole item
input, using pre-trained image features after PCA as described in
the paper.

4.2.3 Implementation details. For all the experiments performed
in this paper, we use pre-trained image features extracted with
VGG16 network [37] from the first fully connected layer. We select
the image preview as input for video posts and selected the first
photograph for multiple-images posts. We first optimize the model
on the training set, then use it to rank all the 9,270 testing posts for
each brand separately.

4.3 Experiment 1: PCD vs Others
In this experiment we evaluate quantitatively the performance of
PCD versus the baselines. We report in Table 3 the results of PCD
against the baselines.

Our method has the best performance according to all metrics,
outperforming all baselines. In particular, PCD obtains the best
AUC followed by DVBPR and NPR. The cAUC values are consis-
tently lower than AUC, confirming that discriminating between

Table 3: Comparison of PCDwith the baselines.We used cut-
offs of 10 and 50 for NDCG.

AUC cAUC NDCG10 NDCG50 MedR
Random 0.503 0.503 0.001 0.003 568
BrandAVG 0.796 0.687 0.068 0.105 29
DVBPR 0.862 0.734 0.059 0.102 20
CDL 0.807 0.703 0.079 0.119 19
NPR 0.838 0.716 0.040 0.076 33
PCD 0.880 0.785 0.151 0.213 5

the subtle differences of competitors is harder than the general
problem. The cAUC values are also consistent with AUC across
the metrics, with PCD having the highest score. This confirms that
our method learns finer-grained brand representation compared to
content-based recommender systems.

Considering the NDCG and Medr metrics, we observe that NPR
has inferior performances compared to the other baselines. We
believe the reason is that the architecture of NPR is designed for
a less sparse collaborative filtering scenario, while all the other
methods are natively proposed to rely solely on content.

Finally, PCD has the best NDCG values and the lower MedR,
indicating that the learned brand and post embedding have higher
capability of discovering a small number of relevant posts in the
large test set. The value for MedR for PCD is almost four time
smaller than in the case of CDL. This indicates that whenever a
social network user will post a relevant content for a brand, our
method is far more likely to discover it.

4.4 Experiment 2: Brand Representation
Learning

In this experiment we evaluate that explicitly modeling brand as-
sociations yields better rankings than directly learning brand rep-
resentation from one-hot brand ID. For this purpose we defined
PCD1H, which is a variation of PCD without the brand representa-
tion learning component, learning instead a brand embedding from
one-hot brand ID.

In Figure 3 we compare the NDCG of PCD and PCD1H for in-
creasing cut-off values. We notice that PCD values are consistently
higher than PCD1H, for both small and high cut-offs. This result
confirms the effectiveness of our brand representation learning and
the importance of explicitly modeling brand associations.

We observe that PCD has a more marked v-shape, particularly
on the left side. For example, considering the cut-off of 1, PCD
retrieves a relevant result in the top position for 202 out of 927
brands, while in the case of PCD1H this only happens in 127 cases.
This indicates that our brand representation learning is particularly
important in order to retrieve relevant posts at the top ten positions
of the ranking. The reason for the curves to invert their trends is
due to the discount effect of NDCG.

4.5 Experiment 3: Brand Verticals
Different from previous works on brand associations [23], PCD
jointly processes all the brands of our dataset with an end-to-end
framework. For this reason the evaluation metrics we used in the
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Figure 3: NDCG curves: the major performance of learning
brand representation fromassociations is shown by a higher
curve in the case of PCD for all the cut-off points.

Figure 4: Box plot of performances for brand verticals. AUC
and NDCG@50 are represented in red and green boxes re-
spectively.

previous studies average results among the 927 brands. This mo-
tivates us in performing an additional analysis to investigate the
performance of the model one step deeper in terms of brand verti-
cals.

We computed AUC and NDCG@50 for each brand and plotted
these results using respectively a red and green box plot, organized
by verticals. Each box in Figure 4 represents the distribution of
performance results for all the brands belonging to a certain vertical,
such food or alcohol. On boxes it is indicated the median value, the
upper and lower quartile and extremes. We omitted outliers for a
clearer representation.

We can observe similar performance among brands in fashion,
alcohol, entertainment, food, beverage, jewelry and furniture, with a
medianNDCG andAUC of approximately 0.19 and 0.86 respectively.
In terms to NDCG, we notice that content for automobile, airlines,

energy and finance brands is the hardest to discover. However, the
former two verticals still achieve high AUC, while for the latter ones,
these metric is also poor. One possible explanation is that energy
and finance brands are the hardest cases, probably because they
lack clear recurring visual element. On the other side, since posts
from automobile and airline verticals commonly share extremely
similar visual elements, we think that these are the hardest brands
in terms of fine-grained distinctions between competitors.

4.6 Brand Associations Visualization
A selection of qualitative examples of brand associations is illus-
trated in Figure 5. In order to visualize associations, we used our
trained model to project all training images into the latent space
and selected the nearest neighbor posts to the association latent
vector using cosine similarity. The example shows some high-level
semantics aspects which are captured by brand associations latent
vectors. For example dedicate brand associations are automatically
learned to represent the visual aspects of coffee cups, sea water,
cars, alcohol bottles, rings, cyclists, dogs, fashion items and classi-
cal buildings. By looking into a brand’s weight vector xb, we can
understand which aspects have the largest positive or negative
contribution. For the associations in Figure 5 we retrieved the 50
brands who were positively affected the most. Among these, the
top left association affects brands such as Costa Coffee, Starbucks
and Salt Spring Coffee, while the one below is adopted by alcohol
brands such as Dom Pérignon and Moët & Chandon. Finally, the top
right association is adopted by most of the car manufacturer brands
in our dataset, such as Rolls-Royce, Tesla, Cadillac and Volvo.

4.7 Case Studies
In order to achieve a deeper understanding of what image posts our
model discovers for brands, we offer a qualitative analysis of eight
case studies. We selected eight among the most popular brands in
our dataset, such that most readers will be familiar with them. For
each of them the posts of our testing dataset were ranked using
our method. Same as in previous experiment settings, the goal of
the model is to rank the ten positive images for each brand higher
than the others. We aim to show for each of these brands what
kind of posts were correctly discovered, what relevant posts were
missed and what are the posts from other brands who erroneously
obtained high positions in the ranking. Figure 6 tabulates results
for the eight selected cases: beer brand Carlsberg, Qatar Airways,
computer manufacturer Lenovo, Ford motor company, Coca-Cola,
Italian fashion brand Gucci and video-game companies Nintendo
and Ubisoft. For each brand the first column shows a relevant post
that PCD ranked in one of the very first positions of the ranking
(true positive), while the central example is another relevant posts
for which the model failed to attribute a high ranking score (false
negative). Finally, the third column shows an example of a post
from another brand (either competitors or not) that erroneously
achieved high positions in the ranking (false positives), together
with the name of the brand who adopted it.

While the examples in the first column evidently match their
brand expected style and content, the ones in the second column are
much harder to discover. For example, in the case of Carlsberg, the
method is able to easily retrieve an image of a beer glass on a green



Figure 5: Nine examples of brand associations. For each association, four example images are selected for display from the
training set using nearest neighbors.

Figure 6: Case study for eight brands. For each brand, the
three columns show one example of true positive, false neg-
ative and false positive respectively. Please note that all ex-
amples were manually selected, hence this picture has no
indication of performance.

background, but fails to retrieve another photograph posted by the
brand, featuring two astronauts visiting the beer company on the
first anniversary of their space mission. As a false positive example,
we selected another picture of a beer glass on a grass background
by German beer brand Astra. We can easily notice how all the other
false negatives in this case studies are to a certain extent sporadic
and occasional for the brands, which partially explains why they
were missed.

Finally, we observe that not all the false positives are from com-
petitor brands. For example, a post from the financial services com-
pany Allianz is retrieved for the brand Ford, featuring a truck in an
outdoor environment. This confirms that in these cases PCD didn’t
learn high-level category level representation, but rather captured
the fine-grained stylistic features.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORKS
In this work we take inspiration from a real-life marketing problem
and introduce the new problem of content discovery for brands
in order to automatically filter which photographs in a large set
of new posts are likely to be adopted by a brand. A content-based
method called Personalized Content Discovery (PCD) is proposed
to generate a personalized ranking by learning fine-grained brand
representation from their previous posting history. We crawled and
released a large-scaled Instagram dataset, which we used to train,
evaluate and visualize our model with extensive experiments.

As future works, we are working on incorporating the temporal
dimension, since we believe that brands’ posting strategies largely
depend on context. For example, what post a brand is looking for
may depend on a specific marketing campaign featuring current
events and trends. Secondly, we will extend our analysis to videos
and incorporate signals from multiple modalities, such as text, en-
gagement and social network links.
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